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2 OCAPI Design Flow
In the design of a telecommunication system ( g. 1), we
distinguish four phases: link design, algorithm design,
architecture design and circuit design. These phases
are used to de ne and model the three key components
of a communication system: a transmitter, a channel
model, and a receiver.
1. The link design is the requirement capture phase.
Based on telecommunication properties such as
transmission bandwidth, power, and data throughput, the system design space is explored using small
subsystem simulations. The design space includes
all algorithms which can be used by a transmitter/receiver pair to meet the link requirements. Out
of receiver and transmitter algorithms contending
for an identical functionality, those with minimal
complexity are preferred. Besides this exploration,
any expected transmission impairment must also be
modeled into a software channel model.
2. The algorithm design phase selects and interconnects the algorithms identi ed in the link design
phase. The output is a software algorithmic description in C++ of digital transmitter and receiver parts
in terms of oating point operations. To express parallelism in the transmitter and receiver algorithms,
a data- ow data model is used. Also, the transmission imperfections introduced by analog parts such
as the RF front-ends are annotated to the channel
model.
3. The architecture design re nes the data model of
the transmitter or receiver. The target architectural
style is optimized for high speed execution, uses distributed control semantics and pipeline mechanisms.
The resulting description is a xed point, cycle true
C++ description of the algorithms in terms of execution on bit-parallel operators. The architecture
design is nished with a translation of this description to synthesizable VHDL.
4. Finally, circuit design re nes the bit-parallel implementation to circuit level, including technology
binding, the introduction of test hardware, and design rule checks.
In the following, we focus on the architecture design
phase of this methodology.

A design methodology for the synthesis of digital circuits used in high throughput digital modems is presented. The methodology spans digital modem design
from the link level to the gate level. The methodology
uses a C++-based untimed data ow system description, which is gradually re ned to an optimized, bit-true
and clock cycle true C++-description. Through this renement, a bridge from link level design semantics to
architectural VHDL semantics is made within one and
the same environment.

1 Introduction
Currently there is a high interest in digital communication equipment for public access networks. Examples are modems for ADSL, VDSL, and up- and downstream HFC communication. Besides having high complexity and throughput requirements, these systems
also need short development cycles. This calls for a
design methodology that starts at high level and that
provides for design automation as much as possible.
Our contribution to existing design systems for
telecommunications is a gradual re nement within one
and the same C++ environment. The lowest level is
semantically equivalent to a RT-level VHDL description. This way, combined semantic and syntactic translations in the design ow are avoided. Otherwise,
these translations make design veri cation a cumbersome task.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the overall
design ow we use for the development of a telecommunications system is indicated. Then, the architecture
synthesis phase of the design ow will be elaborated,
and related work in this area is indicated. At the end,
the conclusions are drawn.
 Mark Engels is a senior research assistant of the Belgium
National Fund for Scienti c Research.
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Figure 1: Overall Development Methodology

3 Architecture Design
The architecture design phase starts with a C++ oating point, and untimed data- ow description, and renes this to a xed point cycle true model. We will
explain this re nement in three steps.
 A description of the target architecture.
 A description of the input data model used for architecture design.
 A description of the steps used convert the data- ow
input model to the target architecture.

3.1 Target Architecture

The target architecture, shown in gure 2, consists of a
network of interconnected application speci c processors. Each processor is made up of bit-parallel datapaths. When hardware sharing is applied, also a local
control component is needed to perform instruction sequencing. The processors are obtained by behavioral
synthesis tools [9] or RT level synthesis tools. In either
case, circuits with a low amount of hardware sharing
are targeted.
The network is steered by one or multiple clocks.
Each clock signal de nes a clock region. Inside a clock
region the phase relations between all register clocks
are manifest. Clock division circuits are used to derive

the appropriate clock for each processor.
In between each processor, a hardware queue is
present to transport data signals. They increase parallelism inside a clock region and maintain consistency
between di erent streams of data arriving at one processor.
Across clock region boundaries, synchronization interfaces are used, such as [5]. These interfaces detect
the presence of data at the clock region boundary and
gate clock signals for the clock region that they feed.
This way, non-manifest and variable data rates in between clock regions are supported.
The ensemble of clock dividers and handshake circuits forms a parallel scheduler in hardware, synchronizing the processes running on the bit-parallel processor.

3.2 Input Data Model

The input data model is the speci cation through
which the target architecture can be reached. We use
an extension to the synchronous data ow (SDF) semantics presented in [11].
SDF is a token ow model that allows to express
algorithmic parallelism at high level easily. It describes
the system in terms of a graph, with nodes representing
the system actors and the edges the streams of data in
between them. Annotated to each edge is the number
of tokens produced/consumed per ring or iteration of
the actor. The ring itself is solely dependent on the
presence of tokens, thereby introducing the parallelism.
Since the SDF semantics do not allow to specify
runtime dependent production and consumption in the
data streams, a production or consumption is allowed
to be of the type, as shown in gure 3. A is
either 0 or 1, the actual value being decided by the
actor responsible for this production or consumption.
This extension makes our data model of the dynamic
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During re nement of the data model to a bit-true
and clock cycle true level, several algorithms such as
scheduling and pipelining, need to be applied. In this
paper, no new algorithms or optimizations will be presented. Rather, we wish to extract the requirements for
such algorithms in our approach, and indicate which of
the existing ones can be readily applied.
The example in gure 4 shows these transformations
for the case of an pulse shaping lter. The top of the
gure shows the data- ow model. The circuit conditionally reads the input, performs the shaping by means
of an up-sampling nite impulse response (FIR) lter,
and synchronously writes samples to the output.
In the re nement, three levels are distinguished between the initial data- ow model and the nal bit-true,
clock cycle true description: the untimed oating point
description, the untimed xed point description, and
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data ow (DDF) type.
The SDF data model allows derivation of a compiletime schedule. For the OCAPI architecture design, a
parallel actor schedule is required. The synchronous
property also allows thorough compile-time analysis.
For example, minimum edge bu ering solutions are presented in [1] and [6] for deadlock-free and rate-optimal
schedules respectively.
For a runtime dependent production or consumption, a compile time schedule and minimal edge bu ering solution cannot be found. In that case, edge bu ering is reduced to zero, and the communicating actor
schedules are synchronized instead.
For implementation, we require the data owgraphs
to be live. In addition, hardware realization is possible
only if the graph has nite storage requirements and
processes an input within nite time [4]. For a synchronous data- ow graph, this corresponds to the consistency property [11]. For dynamic data- ow graphs
however, no complete analysis method exists. As a consequence, the user has to verify this condition by means
of simulation.
The task now is to re ne this data model to the
target architecture presented above.
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Figure 4: Re nement ow
the timed xed point description.

3.3.1 Untimed Floating Point Simulation

The initial description describes the circuit at the highest abstraction level. Each actor is simulated in a separate C++ class, while the edges are implemented by
means of a generic queue class. Actor execution is decided by means of a ring rule, that detects presence
of tokens in the input queues.
Instead of repeated testing of all ring rules in the
simulation, a more ecient solution is obtained by rst
grouping all actors that can be statically scheduled. To
do this, all connected synchronous subgraphs in the
input data model are identi ed. For each subgraph, a

static schedule can be found by means of a topology
matrix [11]. This yields the relative execution rate i
of each actor in the synchronous schedule.
Each subgraph de nes one clock region. In the C++
simulation, a scheduler class is de ned for each clock
region, which res the actors according to the rates of
the static schedule. The execution of a scheduler object itself can depend on the values of tokens, which
are decided internally in the actors. Therefore, when
a scheduler object is allowed to re, it rst queries
the actor inputs and outputs on which it depends.
The system schedule nally iteratively tries to re each
scheduler object.
r
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3.3.2 Untimed Fixed Point Description
The second level of re nement converts each actor from
a oating point to a xed point description. Because
of the bit-parallel target architecture, the substitution
of oating point operations by xed point operations is
sucient to model the target architecture. The transformation requires de nition of all word-lengths and
operation over ow behavior.
In C++, this is simulated by using of a hybrid token
type that emulates oating point as well as xed point
representation, and use operator overloading in the actor description for both types of simulation. Fixed
point modeling in C++ has been reported in literature
before [8] and will not be elaborated further here.

3.3.3 Timed Fixed Point Description
In the third level of re nement, conversion from untimed to cycle true behavior is performed.
Inside each synchronous subgraph, the clock dividers
of the target architecture implement a maximal parallel
schedule for all actors attached to the same clock. To
nd this maximal parallel schedule, the following two
steps are taken.
1. Choose the cycle budget i for each actor. The cycle budget corresponds to the number of execution
phases of each actor. This is modeled in the multirate graph by converting it to a cyclo-static singlerate description [2], with each execution phase corresponding to one clock cycle.
2. Increase the parallelism in the cyclo-static description by applying pipelining until a maximal parallel
schedule is achieved.
Given the actor cycle budget i , and the relative execution rate i within the clock region, the actor clock
period i can be found. This follows from the observation that each actor should take the same execution
time i during one iteration of the synchronous schedule.
(1)
i = i i i
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Given this relation for all actors in a synchronous subgraph, we can equate them to nd the relation between
i and other j . The smallest common multiple frequency de nes the common clock frequency ,1 for the
clock region.
To increase the parallelism in the graph, pipelining
is used. Pipelining is visible in the input data model
by the introduction of initial tokens. Pipelining for a
maximal parallel schedule is not always possible. Feedback loops in graphs for example are typical cases in
which parallelism is restricted. To overcome this problem, one must either recur to algorithmic transformations such as loop unrolling and lookahead techniques
[12], or else modify the algorithm implementation to
include a communication synchronization primitive in
each actor.
In C++, the simulation is modi ed in the following
ways.
 The cyclo-static form of an actor is modeled by rening a single-phase actor behavioral description to
sequence of phases, each corresponding to one clock
cycle. The actor phases are described in terms of
operations on a signal type sig, which is an encapsulation of the xed/ oating point token type. In
addition to the bit-parallel operations, a sig also
de nes the lifetime of the token to be single-phase,
needed for intermediate values, or multiple-phase,
needed for algorithmic delay.
 The scheduler objects itself does call individual actor phases instead of single actor executions. The
schedulers objects are simulated at the highest clock
rate.
 The graph pipelining is visible as initial tokens which
are inserted in the C++ edge queues.
It is seen that this re nement is independent of the
xed point re nement. Thus, the system timing can be
explored without bothering about nite word-length effects. Also, system timing can be introduced gradually
because of the simulation queues: An eventual mismatch can be signalled by queue under ow or threshold
over ow.
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3.3.4 Actor Mapping
Finally, the clock-cycle true and bit-true description
of the system is obtained. The bottom of gure 4
shows how this description relates to hardware. The
synchronous subgraphs are each mapped to one clock
region. The initial tokens on the edge queues translate
to registers. The edges are implemented storageless
with a synchronization interface that gates the clock of
the dependent clock region.
The multiphase actor description must now be converted into synthesizable VHDL format to map it into
gates. An solution in C++ is to encapsulate the token
V

types into a custom signal type sig, for which all desired bit-parallel operators are overloaded to do one of
the following.
 When executing the C++ simulation, the execution
of the sig expressions build up a data structure
that corresponds to a signal owgraph (SFG) syntax tree of the actor. This allows to perform semantical checks such as dead code and dangling input
detection.
 The actor can now be simulated by running through
the SFG, replacing signal names with actual values
read from input queues, and evaluating expressions
with the token operators.
 On the other hand, by processing the signal names,
behavioral VHDL code generation is possible.
We thus bene t from the C++ parser to do the bulk
of the work in code generation. Also, the same data
structure for clock-cycle true simulation and code generation is used. Translation errors will also show up in
the C++ simulation.

3.4 Related Work

Data- ow is commonly used as data model for DSP
system simulations, and many tools are based on it.
Only few support the transformation of a high level
data- ow model to a hardware architecture. Grape-II
[10] performs mapping to an architecture of concurrent
DSP processors and FPGA's and is used for prototyping applications. The Aden/Combox [7] environment
performs mapping to an application speci c architecture.
Runtime dependent execution is supported in different ways by these tools. Grape-II uses the CSDF
model [2] in which the run-time dependency is cyclic in
time. Aden/Combox uses the BDF [3] model, in which
tokens of dual nature are distinguished: control tokens
and data tokens. The annotation to an edge in our
model is however of the more general DDF level, which
makes the user responsible for the consistency of the
input speci cation.
V

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a software approach towards architecture synthesis for telecommunications
applications. By choosing a target architecture, a high
level data ow model can be gradually re ned to a bittrue, cycle true model of the architecture. The data
ow model allows easy expression of both multi-rate
and variable rate networks. The gradual re nement
avoids combined semantic and syntactic transitions in
the design ow. The designer thus is allowed to catch
on one problem at a time, instead of having them all

to solve at once. The design environment has minimal requirements: a C++ compiler and appropriate
class libraries are sucient. The OCAPI methodology
is currently being applied in the design of an upstream
cable modem and a radio link base station receiver.
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